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CONTENTS
(transverse emittances defined at 95%) OCR Output
AL=0.3eVxs(ath= 1 in theAA)
Assumed AA beam properties at 3.5 GeV/c (unstacking of 109 5) EH S 31rx 10*6 m-rad, Ev S 1.5rr x l0‘6 m·rad
Ap/p = 5 x l0‘3
Acceptance of the transfer system AH = 401: x lO‘° m-rad, Ay = 201r >< 10*9 m·rad
total bunch length 1,, = 250-300 ns
A L = 0.3 eV >< sPS beam bunch properties at transfer (h = 10 in PS), area,
l0 kVPeak voltage per tum (stretcher mode)
rf system frequency range (h = l) 0.4, 3.5 MHz
300 °C, =40 hBake-out temperature, bake~out and pump-down time
Vacuum system, design pressure (N2 - equivalent) IO"] *-10*2 Torr
Ap/p = t1.1%(stretcher mode)
Maximum acceptances EH = 2401rx lO‘6 m·rad, Ev = 487rx 10‘6 m·rad
aH = :l:70 mm, Gy = i27 mmAperture limitation
(stretcher mode) (Z = Y? = -0.048
QH = 2.3, QV = 2.7Betatron wave numbers and momentum compaction
4 superperiods, separated function BoDFOFDoBFocusing structure
Number of quads, magnetic length, maximum gradient at 2 GeV/c 16, 0.5 m, k = 1.8 m’2 (g = 12 T/m)
4, 6.55 m, B = 1.6 TNumber of bending magnets, arc length, field at 2 GeV/c
8 of 0.9 m length eachShort straight sections (between quadrupoless and bending magnet)
4 of 8 m length eachLong straight sections
==7 200 sTypical spill length
Typical extracted beam 105 to 106 5/s
Typical cycle 109 5 injected every 4 000 s
Circumference 78.54 m (= 21t x 12.5 m)
1 197.84 kl-IzInjection frequency for protons
0.310 GeV/c (50 MeV)Injection momentum (kinetic energy) for protons
2 078.18 kHzInjection frequency for antiprotons
0.609 GeV/c (180 MeV)Injection momentum (kinetic energy) for antiprotons
Momentum (kinetic energy) range 0.l·2 GeV/c (5.3 MeV- 1 .3 GeV)
LEAR BASIC P.
QF: 4.1 T 0.21 T OCR Output(QH = 2.33, QV = 2.75)
QD = 4.7 T 0.24 TIntegrated quadrupole gradient
0.08 T1.6 TBending field
2 GeV/c 0.1 GeV/cMomentum
Ap/p = 11.1%
Maximum acceptances AH = 2407: x 10*6 m·rad, Av = 482rx 10*6 m·rad
aV = ·l;24 mmfor orbit distortion)
ayg = i45 mm, aH,, = i45 mmAssumed beam apertures (i5 mm allowance
aV = -.*:29 mm at entrance of magnets
ay = $70 mm in F quadrupolesAperture limitations
Maxima of bending magnets BH = 11 m, BV = 14.0 m, D = -0.9 m
Maxima of lattice functions BH = 9.4 m, BV = 22.0 m, D = 3.6 m
Approximate working point for stretcher Q; = 2.3, QV = 2.7, yf = -21
Number of short straight sections
0.86 mShort straight section free length
Number of long straight sections
8 .0Long straight section free length
52.3 mStraight section total length
78.54 m (=27z¢x 12.5 m)Circumference
(0.06) 0.1-2 GeV/cMomentum range
PERFORMANCE FOR STRETCHER WORKING POINT





Field error (AB/B) of one magnet quadrant for similar deflection 6.4 x 10* OCR Output
1.2 mmSingle quadrupole misalignment to produce similar deflection
- vertical t8.6 mm
- horizontal :6.3 mm
Corresponding "half-wave bump" at Bc = 5 m






Strength k' = (JZB/81:2)/Bp [m·3] to have
0.3 mMagnetic length of each element
for resonance compensation
at D location (between lenses of each doublet)
at F location (either end of long straight section)
Number of sextupoles
5;.; = -1.35, gv = -2.7Chromaticity §= (JQ/Q)/(3p/p) without correction
(Working point: QH = 2.3, QV = 2.7)
OCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputOCR OutputCHROMATICITY AND ORBIT CORRECTION
n -4;.11 - - .n - 1 OCR Output
:é.’&—Ll l`!·+ — ' 'K
__§;»\?jégl y
‘’g§.%`—,;_ ·‘ ?, if H
226 tWeight of steel
14 tWeight of copper
530 kWMaximum dissipation power
Inductance 0.1 H
0.027 QResistance at nominal excitation
MAGNET (4 quadrants)
Current density 5 A/mm2
Cooling hole (D 11.5 mm
Conductor 33.5 x 33.5 mm2
5 000 A (2 x 12 tums)Maximum excitation current
COIL
4.170 mBending radius
1.6 TNominal field at 2.0 GeV/c
Aperture (useful field region), height X width 160 >< 80 mm?
BASIC





2 800 kgWeight of steel
380 kgWeight of copper
0.652 mTotal length
0.438 mCore length
Dissipation power per quad. (for k = 1.8 m~2 at 2 GeV/c) P = 13 kW
Inductance L = 0.05 H
Resistance at 30°C R = 0.027 Q
MAGNET
Cooling hole diameter d = 5.0 mm
Conductor wxh = 13 >< 13 mm2
N = 42Number of turns
Maximum excitation current (for k = 1.8 m—2 at 2 GeV/c) I = 640 A
COIL
[ = 0.5 mMagnetic length
g = 12.0 T/mCorresponding gradient
Maximum strength at 2 GeV/c k = 1.8 m·2
:100 mmUseful tield width
rg = 73 mmApemue (inscr. circle)
BASIC
OCR OutputLEAR QUADRUPOLE MAIN P

12
0.25 eVs OCR Output(h=2) of one bucket
Area of bucket at 105 MeV/c
0.47 eVsArea of bucket at 310 MeV/c
0.85 eVsArea of bucket at 609 MeV/c
100 kWInstalled power
7.0 kVMaximum voltage
46Total number of ferrite rings per cavity
cavity 42 TDK type PE 17
cavity 41 Philips ref.: 4322.020.9316. 1Ferrite type:
0.4 to 3.5 MHzFrequency range
1. 2, 4Harmonic number
OCR OutputRF TENTATIVE P. LIST
13 OCR Output
Kick polarity :l:by motorized switch
Kick pulse length 100-700 ns
0.4 G-mRemanent l Bd! per module
Maximum ferrite flux density 2800 G
Gap tlux density 480 G
2.0% absoluteKik ripple after pulse fall
2.2% absoluteFlat-top kick ripple
Kick fall time 95/5% 100 ns
Magnetic Kick rise time 5/95% 94 ns
and Corresponding kick strength for a 0.6 GeV/c beam | 10.3 mrad
40 kV per modulefor p injection (310 MeV/c)Electrical
80 kV per modulefor 5 injection (609 MeV/c)
Module l Bd! for 80 kV PFN voltage (max. value) I 207 G-m
E 83 nsWave propagation delay
1.31 m2Ferrite surface area per module
43 kgFerrite weight per module
16Number of cells per module
Maximum bakeout temperature 300°C
Inter-module spacing 220 mm
Module weight (approx.) 450 kg
height 850 mm
Mechanical width 565 mm
Module overall length 468 mm
Vertical aperture 66 t 0.5 mm
Horizontal aperture 150 ;+: 0.5 rmn
Number of modules
LEAR INJECTION KICKER MAGNET PAIKAMETERS
14 OCR Output
so as to leave clearance for the injected beam
The HV feedthrough is at an angle with the horizontal plane,
0 to 12 mradthe downstream support
Adjustment of the active angle with respect to axis, by adjusting
Adjustment of the active face position, from axis at the upstream support 50 to 85 mm
of both polarities
Polished round-edged titanium bar, withstanding high voltages
TI-IE I-HGH—VOLTAGE ELECIRODE
0.1 mradResolution
0 to 12 mradthe downstream support
Adjustment of the septum angle with respect to axis, by adjusting
0.05 mmResolution
Adjustment of the septum foil position, from axis at the upstream support 40 to 75 mm
stretched on the C-shaped frame
The 70 mm high septum is made of a 0.1 mm molybdenum foil
70 mmInside height dimensions
125 mmInside width dimensions
The C-shaped frame is made of 316 LN stainless steel
THE SEPTUM ELECTRODE
The SEh is designed for a 300°C bakeout under vacuum
Material: 316 LN steel
860 mmTotal length between end flanges
TI-IE TANK
CAL P. S OF THE SEPTUM ELECTROSTATIC (SE1)
15 OCR Output
respectively.
K, = 0.202/m2· for 0 and 101t emittance values, the jump is 6.5 rmn and 8.2 mm,
the distance orbit SE1, with K, and the emittance. As an example, for a distance of 35 mm,
normalized phase plane at the electrostatic septum becomes 30°. The jumb size increases with
strength —4*I2 cos(3 1;/I)K, = 5.14 K,. The phase of the relevant outgoing separatrix in
with the four other XF in SL3 and LS4 of strength -Kr, the total excitation sums up to a
51.7°). If they and the two sextupoles XF in SL2 are powered with the strength K, together
Sextupolar excitation: The phases of the two sextupoles XF in SL1 are it;/I (I;/I =
0.10.1 20 I 2 I 6.13 I 17.6
0.3 0.8 20 I 16 I 6.13 I 17.6
8.1 10 I 81 I 3.13
(pc/Gev) (MV/m) (mm) (kV) (mrad) at SM1 (mm)
Momentum Field strength Gap Voltage Kick Separation
various momenta.
position from axis: 55 mm (together with a 20 mm orbit displacement). Some typical data for
Electrostatic septum SE1: Centre at 5.93 m upstream of middle of SL1; preferred radial
SPECIFICATION OF EXTRACTION S
Q 000 A ·l.;2 000 AMax. current at extraction (2 GeV/c), p, 5
-1 600 ACurrent at injection (antiprotons)
+800 ACurrent at injection (protons)
+0.7 m-1.8 mCentre position (from middle SL1)
180 mm150 mmMagnet aperture
75 mm55 mmGap height
0.4 m0.9 mTotal length
22 mm5.3 mmCu thickness
30 mm9 mmApparent thickness
~0.5 T~0.45 TMaximum magnetic flux density B
22 000 AT ~30 000 ATNIMaximum ampere tums
70 mrad 26 mradKick at ejection
175 mradKick at injection
SM2SM1
TYPICAL SEPTUM P.
strength of the kicker.
thickness compatible with the shadow cast by tl1e ES,
phase relation between electrostatic septum ES and EM1,
in the same straight section,
angles of injected and ejected beams given by width of the quadrupole and the kicker located
considerations:
SM1 is optimized in thickness, length, and position in SL1 from the following
the ejected beam.
and ejection in SLI, and to add a second thicker septum (SM2) to give additional deflection to
The principle adopted is to use a common thin magnetic septum SM 1 for both injection
16 OCR Output
is available for more pick-up loops.
A similar system is foreseen for horizontal cooling. Damping times are shorter since space
2 min 4.21: x 10·6 rad·m
Emittance after cooling time of 1 min 71t x 10*6 rad·m
Initial assumed emittance 201t x 10·6 rad·m
3 dBPreamplifier noise figure
5 500Lower/upper revolution harmonic
Pass-band 10 - 1 000 MI-Iz
0.15 mLength of corrector 0.12 m
1 for long path, 1 for short path
Number of kicker loop pairs
1.5 m 2.4 mLength of pick-up
24Number of pick-up loop pairs
Vertical Horizontal
2. COOLING SYSTEM
Corresponding decrease of momentum spread (at 10% height distr.) ~4 .0
~6.0Increase of central density of Ap distribution after 1 min cooling
~O.5 minInitial cooling time constant
Optimum electronic gain 109 (90 dB)
-0.72Off-momentum function T] = (1/M2) - (1/yi) = - (Aj7f)/(Ap/p)
Initial momentum spread assumed 1-1.5 x 10*3
Number of particles 109 5 x 10*0
3 dBPreamplitier noise figure
72 rnElectric length of iilter line
10/500Lower/upper revolution harmonic
20 - 1 000 MHzPass-band
0.152Length of corrector
Number of correction loop pairs
24 x 0.177Length of pick-up station
24Number of pick-up loop pairs
1. MOMENTUM COOLING
STOCHASTIC COOLING AT 0.6 GeV/c
17 OCR Output
and diagnostic ports 17 Collector end coil
8 Toroid chambers with pumps 16 Collector
7 Neutralisation electrodes 15 Repeller
6 Solenoid 14 Collector entrance coil
S NEG pump 13 Collector vacuum valve 1.0 m
4 Ground potential anode 12 Collector drift tube
3 Grid anode ll Central drift tube
2 Cathode 10 Pick-up stations
1 Variable pervcance gun 9 Toroid NEG pumps
13 , I4
7 12 x 6
6 108 10 I1












(10*) I (10-4) IS) (HV)
km mp I M Ap/p I M coxléng dmc I pam wp. I N¤mb¤r.2£?*mg¤S
61.2 p/fi 1.1 90.00.019
105.0 p/5 154.03.27 0.094
200.0 p/5 11.78 293.00.640




Ion beam momentum I km wm I Electron beam energy I Electron beam current I Solenoid Held
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Tension 100 V OCR OutputPU electrodes






39Total number of gauges
2000a3000l/sNEGpumps
49Sublimation pumps ~1 200 1/s
14400 1/sIon pumps
2050 1/sIon pumps
Turbomolecular pumps 240 l/s
88Total number of pumps
CH4,‘CO ~ 10 %
H2 ~ 90%Residual gas composition
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vertical or either plane, respectively
[ig, BV, Bc Betauon functions (reduced instantaneous wavelength) for horizontal,
Momentum compaction function up = Ar/(Ap/p)
IZ,,| Modulus of the beam equipment coupling impedance at frequency nf",
y(Z;,) Bunch height/bucket height
rf voltage amplitude
Ar Horizontal (radial) deviation from equilibrium orbit
Classical proton radius (1.53 x 10-18 m)
21tR Machine circumference
Laslett tune shift (single beam)
Qg, QV Number of horizontal or vertical betatron oscillations per tum
N, (N P , N g) Number of particles (protons, antiprotons) per beam
Total bunch length
Luminosity
Normalized sextupole moment, k' = Bk/Bx
Normalized quadrupole gradient, k = (-BB/Bx)/Bp
Peak current, f = Nejn,/Bf for circulating beam
h, hg; rf harmonic number
Quadrupole gradient, g = BB/Bx
f rev = Bc/27rR Revolution frequency
Eg, E V Horizontal, vertical emittances, respectively (always defined at 95%)
and M noise bandwidth
Diffusion constant, D = (1/2Aj)(U,,/27:R Bp)2 with Un: rms noise voltage
Bunching factor = average current over peak current
Magnetic flux density
_ . ag =(a HB + a l Horizontal beam half-w1dth(2o‘)2 2 2
due to momentum spread and vertical betatron motion, respectively
ag B, a gp, av Peak amplitudes (20*) for horizontal betatron motion, horizontal motion
A in, Effective colliding beam interaction area (Am,) = (m'4)avag (one per beam)
Bunch area in units of A([iy)¢Rp
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
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GH, Cv rms beam size (horizontal, vertical); GH = ay/2, ov = av/2
CH, Cv Chromaticity (horizontal, vertical), §= (BQ/Q)/(8p/p)
Magnetic bending radius
Av Beam—beam tune shift (vertical)
Off·momentum function,17 =|(—Af/f)/(Ap/p)| = I1/y? -1/y2
Yat transition energy
Relativistic factors: ,6 = vlc, 7: (1-B2)·V2[3, 7
B *H_ B *v_ B *c Beta values in the interaction region
